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Daily purchasing records are composed into a database which
denoted by D. Every item in Y has a profit value in the profit
table. Each purchasing records is identify by a unique number
(PR) and is a subset of Y.

Abstract
In present scenario information systems are continuously
updated in several applications. Consistent pattern or regular
pattern play important role in data mining. Efficient mining of
consistent pattern is crucial task. Consistent pattern are those
pattern which appear in the transaction after a fixed interval.
Maximum existing methods are based on generation of huge
applicants and avoiding this costly stupid candidate generation
is a difficult and challenging task. This paper introduce an
inexpensive method which not only reducing costly candidate
generation but also minimize computational cost. This paper
used heuristic information based approach to mine consistent
pattern with high profit.
Keywords: Consistent
Computation, profit
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a.

Consistent pattern

A pattern is said to be consistent pattern its period is less than
or equal to user given threshold.
Let PRYj and PRYj+1 are two consecutive purchasing records.
The difference between these two successive transactions can
be defined as a difference
PRX(i.e., PRX= PRXj+1 – PRXj).

Inexpensive,
b.

Local profit

The local profit of an item xi in Y denoted lp(xi, Y), and
calculated by

INTRODUCTION
Database technology has been rapidly changed day to day to
facilitate the storage and usage of massive data which are
generated from governments, industry, and business
organizations and scientific and research organizations. To
identify frequent pattern form database is measured with the
support of frequency of an itemset. Maximum algorithm
applies the traditional approach for pattern generation which
is based up words closure property. There is another
approach based on downward closure property.

𝑛

lp(xi, Y)= ∑𝑘=0 𝑝𝑓(𝑥𝑖, 𝑌)

c.

Profit of an item set

The profit of an itemset, denoted pf is the sum of the local
profit of every item in Yin all records containing item set and
calculated by
𝑛

Downward closure property provides the powerful discarding
policy. In this process once identified a useless candidates
then there is no need to check its permutations of the item set.

𝑝𝑓(𝑌) = ∑ 𝑝𝑓(𝑥𝑖, 𝑌)
𝑘=0

d.

BACKGROUND

Purchasing record based profit

The profit of purchasing record denoted as pf(PR) is the sum
of the utilities of all the items in Y and calculated by

Let Y contain items x1, x2, x3. . .xn denoted as Y={ x1, x2, x3, . .
. , xn }.

𝑛

𝑝𝑓(𝑃𝑅) = ∑(𝑖, 𝑃𝑅𝑖)

Daily purchasing records are denoted by

𝑘=1

PR= {xj, , . . . , xm} is a subset of Y,
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can be defined as a period of X, say DPRx= PRxj+1– PRxj,
where f<=j<=l.

REVIEW OF RELATED WORKS.
In 2004Yao, Howard and proposed theoretical analysis of
profit mining. They two types of profit for items, record based
profit and outside profit [4].

For large number of transaction we consider the in the DPR as
TRf= 1 and the last records is the TRl=m.

In 2005 Liu etc. proposed algorithm which contain 2 parts.
In the first part they calculate record based profit and in
second part they identify the high profit item [5].

Now the set of difference can be represented as.
DPRx={DPR1X, . . . , DPRsx}, where sis the total number of
difference X.

In 2007 Erwin etc. proposed a new algorithm called which is
based on a tree structure and used the compressed method.
They tested proposed algorithm on several sparse and dense
data sets [6].

Consider a simple purchasing record and corresponding profit
table

Decreasing search space

In 2010 Syed etc. proposed a novel tree structure called (RPStree). RPS-tree captures the stream content, and with an
efficient tree updating mechanism it constantly processes
exact stream data. Extensive experimental analyses show that
our RPS-tree is highly efficient in discovering r patterns from
a high-speed data stream [7].

In the proposed our objective is to reduce search space. So in
the first we start with the coupling of purchasing records by
using a unique id. Coupling of purchasing records can
represented as
CPR= {(PR1,PR2,).(PR1,PR3)…(PRn,PRn-1)}

In 2011Vijay etc. proposed VDRP method to mine complete
set of consistent patterns in incremental databases for a user
given threshold. They also introduce IncVDRP-table for
updated database [9].

Table 1: Purchasing records

In 2012 Pavan Kumar etc. proposed new approach to find the
complete set of consistent patterns. The proposed method is
very simple to use with simple operations like arrays, unions,
intersection, deletion etc[10].
In 2013 Vijay Kumar etc. They proposed a method mining
regular Pattern using Bit Stream Sequence with sliding
window to generate the find consistent pattern over a data
stream at a user given threshold. The proposed bit-stream
sequence representation of items to enhance the performance
of the proposed method over the previous methods[11].
In 2014 Philippe etc. proposed proposing a novel strategy
based on co-occurrences to reduce the number of join
operations. A proposed FHM (Fast High-Utility Miner)
reduces the number of join operations by up to 95 % and is up
to six times faster than the HUI-Miner[12].

S.No.

x1

x2

x3

x4

x5

x6

PR1

1

0

5

7

4

0

PR2

2

0

5

6

8

7

PR3

4

0

8

0

5

0

PR4

0

0

3

6

7

0

PR5

3

0

5

0

4

PR6

7

0

0

0

0

4

PR7

0

3

6

7

6

0

PR8

0

4

5

6

7

0

PR9

6

4

7

5

0

0

Table 2: Profit table
THE PROPOSED METHODS
We proposed an efficient approach (name) to find consistent
pattern with high profit using an efficient removing (pruning)
strategies. A pattern is consistent when it occurs at fixed
intervals in a database at a user given consistent threshold.
Let Y= {x1, x2, . . . , xn} be a set of items. A set X = {xj. ….
.xk}subset of Y, where j ≤ k and j, belongs[1, n].
A database D contains Y is a collection all purchasing records
containing items DPR= {PR1, . . . , PRm} size of DPR, is
defined the total number of purchasing records. Let the first
transaction records are denoted PRf and the last transaction
records is denoted by PRl. The difference between two records
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Item

Profit

x1

3

x2

2

x3

10

x4

8

x5

5

x6

2
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During coupling we also calculate the number of items. After
coupling we arrange purchasing record on the basis of number
of items from max to min. Some item appear commonly in the
records for those items we merge records and remove
duplications. consider an example suppose {x1, x3, x5} are
three item appear in

EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS.
We implements propose approach using visual studio Dot net
2013 as front and SQL server R2 2008 as data base storage
net our proposed method have. We used different parameter
for experimental analysis like number of records and
execution time.

Execution Time in
Milliseconds

{(PR1,PR3),(PR1,PR5),(PR2,PR3),(PR3,PR5)}.
We takes common and removes duplicates
{(PR1, PR2,PR3,PR5}
It will helps us for finding frequent pattern and consistent
pattern in. consistent pattern are calculated on the basis of are
calculated by subtracting two successive transaction by using
the formula
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Eliminate unpromising applicant
In the proposed approach we eliminate unpromising applicant
very efficiently. For example consider a set of item X
containing n items X={x1, x2, x3, x4……….xn}. For n item we
need 2ncoupling. Suppose there is k unpromising applicant.

Figure 1: Number of consistent patterns with high utility
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